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require further exploration to determine their roles in, and possible
effects on, the evolution of Cretaceous terrestrial ecosystems. A

Methods
Taxon sampling and DNA sequencing
We assembled two independent data sets (ferns and angiosperms) and used the
lycophyte Huperzia as the outgroup (not shown in Fig. 1) for both. For ferns, we
sampled the chloroplast rbcL and rps4 genes for 45 taxa: 41 leptosporangiate ferns from all
major lineages (focusing within the polypods), one horsetail, two seed plants, and the
outgroup. For angiosperms, we sampled the chloroplast rbcL, atpB and nuclear smallsubunit ribosomal DNA genes for 95 taxa (mostly a subset from data set in ref. 14): 84
angiosperms, eight gymnosperms, one leptosporangiate fern, one horsetail, and the
outgroup. Most DNA sequence data were already available in GenBank; 19 new fern
sequences were generated as part of this study following the DNA extraction, amplification
and sequencing protocols in ref. 18, and are deposited in GenBank. For fern voucher
information and GenBank accession numbers see Supplementary Information.

Phylogenetic analyses
Phylogenetic analyses using a bayesian approach were conducted separately for ferns
and angiosperms with MrBayes version 3.0b4 (ref. 29). Each gene in each data set was
assigned its own model of evolution (GTR þ I þ G for each gene, determined using a
hierarchical likelihood ratio test approach) and analyses were conducted using four
chains, run for a total of 10,000,000 generations, with trees sampled from the cold chain
every 1,000 generations. The resulting 10,000 trees were plotted against their likelihoods to
determine the point where the likelihoods converged on a maximum value, and all 500
trees (500,000 generations) before this convergence were discarded as the ‘burn-in’ phase.
For each data set (ferns and angiosperms), we computed a majority-rule consensus of the
remaining 9,500 trees. We used this phylogenetic hypothesis (with average branch
lengths), as well as 1,000 trees randomly sampled from among the 9,500 trees, in the
subsequent analyses.

Divergence time estimates
Divergence time estimates were obtained through penalized likelihood analyses
(truncated Newton algorithm) of the fern and angiosperm consensus phylogenies in r8s
version 1.60 (ref. 30). For each data set, fossil age constraints were applied as indicated in
Table 1 (for details see Supplementary Information) and the appropriate smoothing value
was determined using cross-validation. For angiosperms, fossil age constraints22 (Table 1)
were applied in two ways, differing only in the application of the fossil age of the
angiosperm crown group (node b10 in Fig. 1b). The first approach was strict (age fixed at
132 Myr; ref. 22) and the second relaxed (minimum age constraint of 132 Myr applied). To
evaluate the effects of phylogenetic uncertainty21 due to both topological and branchlength estimation error, divergence times were also estimated using penalized
likelihood for each of the 1,000 randomly sampled bayesian trees for each data set.
Fossil age constraints were applied as described above and individual smoothing values
were determined for each tree using cross-validation. The molecular age estimates for
each well-supported node (posterior probability $0.95; therefore, 950–1,000 estimates
for each node, depending on support) were averaged and the standard deviation
calculated.

Lineages-through-time plots
The chronograms resulting from the penalized likelihood analyses of the consensus
phylogenies were used to calculate proportional lineages-through-time plots for polypods
and angiosperms. Numbers of lineages were tallied at sequential time points (10 Myr
intervals) and are presented as proportions (%) of the number of polypod or angiosperm
terminals.
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Face perception is fundamentally important for judging the
characteristics of individuals, such as identification of their
gender, age, ethnicity or expression. We asked how the perception
of these characteristics is influenced by the set of faces that
observers are exposed to. Previous studies have shown that the
appearance of a face can be biased strongly after viewing an
altered image of the face, and have suggested that these aftereffects reflect response changes in the neural mechanisms underlying object or face perception1–5. Here we show that these
adaptation effects are pronounced for natural variations in
faces and for natural categorical judgements about faces. This
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suggests that adaptation may routinely influence face perception
in normal viewing, and could have an important role in calibrating properties of face perception according to the subset of faces
populating an individual’s environment.
Physical differences among faces are small compared with the
range of variation in many classes of non-face objects, yet observers
are highly sensitive to the subtle stimulus differences distinguishing
faces. A special capacity for face perception might reflect specialized
neural subsystems6–8 and expertise developed through extensive
experience with faces9,10. Adaptation to faces transfers across differences in the size2,3, retinal position2 and orientation4,5 of face images,
and thus may alter sensitivity directly at these specialized levels. In
this study we do not address the site of the sensitivity change, but
focus on whether these changes can arise in natural viewing. Even if
the after-effects of adaptation reflect more peripheral and general
stages of the visual system, the adaptation could be involved
centrally in shaping the properties and dynamics of face perception,
if the variations among actual faces are large enough to induce
different states of adaptation. To test this, we examined adaptation
to actual images of faces, and how this affected the types of
judgements that observers normally make when viewing faces.
These judgements typically involve classifying a face image according to a specific trait or individual identity, and may involve
categorical perception (perceiving the stimulus continuum in
terms of relatively discrete categories) for such characteristics11–13.
Our measurements do not test for categorical perception of faces,
but instead test whether the stimulus boundaries that observers
choose for different face categories can be shifted by prior
adaptation.
Stimuli were formed by morphing between pairs of face images to
produce a finely graded series of images spanning the two original
faces. The face pairs differed in gender, ethnicity (Japanese or
Caucasian) or expression (Fig. 1). Observers made forced-choice
responses to categorize images along the continuum (for example,
responding as to whether a face from a gender morph appeared
‘female’ or ‘male’). These responses were used to estimate the
category boundary at which either response was equally likely. We
then asked how these boundaries shifted after observers viewed
either of the original face images defining the categories.
The boundary for gender represents an androgynous image
intermediate to the female and male exemplars, and could be set
consistently by observers (relative to the magnitude of the shifts
induced by adaptation). However, after adapting to a male face, the
previously ambiguous image appeared distinctly female, and thus
the image that now appeared neutral was shifted towards the male
image (Fig. 2a). Conversely, adaptation to the female face induced
the opposite changes. Differences in the gender boundaries after
adaptation were assessed for each individual subject with a two-way
analysis of variance (adapted face (male versus female) by test
morph (three face pairs)). For all five observers, the mean settings
differed significantly for male or female adaptation (F 1,18 $ 23.36,
P , 0.001), but did not differ for the specific face pair tested
(F 2,18 # 1.84, not significant (NS)) and did not show a significant
interaction between adapting condition and face pair (F 2,18 # 1.08,
NS). We found similar after-effects for each of the other face
categories we examined. For example, adaptation to a Japanese or
Caucasian face again significantly biased the perceived neutral
image in the sequence between them (F 1,18 $ 56.1, P , 0.001)
(Fig. 2c). These biases were large perceptually (Fig. 3), and are
consistent with a shift in the perceived neutral point towards the
adapting image, because the adapting face itself appears more
neutral. That is, the adaptation may re-centre the ‘face space’
relative to the adapting facial configuration.
Could observers adapt to the stimulus differences defining traits
like gender in the male and female face pairs or only to the
differences defining individual identity? To assess this we adapted
subjects to a collection of ten male or ten female faces, each
558

displayed as a random sequence of faces changing every 250 ms
during the adaptation intervals. We then measured the gender
boundary along male–female image arrays for face images that
were not part of the adapting set (Fig. 2b). Once again the category
boundaries were significantly biased by adaptation (F 1,18 $ 8.55;
P , 0.01). This suggests that the set of faces shared common
characteristics plausibly related to their common gender, and that
these induced adaptation to the attribute of gender, which transferred to the perception of new individuals. Similarly, adaptation to
distortions that alter the rated attractiveness of one set of faces
influences the perceived attractiveness of a different set of faces4.
Judgements of ethnicity and gender reflect distinctions between
individuals. We also examined whether adaptation influenced how
variations within a single face are categorized, by measuring the
perceived expression of a face. Facial expressions involve an innate
and universal pattern of behaviour, and are perceived in terms of a
small number of relatively discrete categories (for example, angry,
happy or surprised)14. We morphed between different pairs of
expressions in a single face15, and then determined the stimulus
boundary between these pairs before or after adapting to the
original expression. The after-effects of adaptation were consistent
with those we found for gender and ethnicity (Fig. 2d). For example,
in a happy–angry morph, previous adaptation to the angry or happy
face induced clear differences in the expression boundary
(F 1,6 $ 9.71, P , 0.05). Similar shifts in the neutral point
after adaptation occurred in morphs between disgust–surprise
(F 1,6 $ 18.54, P # 0.01) or fear–contempt (F 1,6 $ 11.78;
P , 0.05).
In the course of these measurements we also discovered large
individual differences in the category boundaries chosen during the
pre-adaptation settings, and these appeared to be related to the
categories to which the observers themselves belonged. This is

Figure 1 Examples of face pairs for the dimensions of gender (top row), ethnicity (middle
row), or expression (bottom row). Morph arrays consisted of 100 images spanning the
two original faces, which were assigned a value of 0 or 100. The morph level (for example,
25, 50, or 75) therefore corresponded to how far along the sequence the image fell
between the two originals. Category boundaries corresponded to the image level chosen
as the neutral point within the morph sequence.
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Figure 2 Category boundaries before or after adaptation. Each plot shows mean
boundaries (^1 standard error) set by two observers for three face pairs, before or after
viewing images from the two categories defining the morphs. a, Settings by a female (F)
or male (M) for gender morphs. b, Settings by the same observers after adapting to a

series of different male or female faces. c, Settings by a Japanese (J) or Caucasian (C)
observer for ethnicity morphs. d, Boundaries selected by a Caucasian female (open
symbols) and male (filled symbols) for morphs between happy–angry (H–A, triangles),
disgust–surprise (D–S, circles) or fear–contempt (F–C, squares).

evident for the gender settings for the female and male subject in
Fig. 2a. Females and males tended to choose gender boundaries in a
male–female continuum that were shifted towards their own
gender. We verified this for a set of 28 undergraduate students
who set the gender boundaries under neutral adaptation. The
average boundary for females (mean ¼ 72, n ¼ 15) and males
(mean ¼ 39, n ¼ 13) (see Fig. 1 legend for an explanation of the
mean value) differed by 33 steps in the image arrays, a difference
that was again highly significant (t ¼ 14.08, degrees of freedom
(d.f.) ¼ 26, P , 0.001) and perceptually obvious (Fig. 4a). To test
whether this was due to a difference in decision strategies for the two
genders (for example, females choosing the female side of a genderneutral region and males choosing the male side of the same region)
we repeated the measurements for a new group of ten female and
nine male observers who were all instructed to respond to whether
the face appeared ‘female’ or ‘not female’ (Fig. 4a). These settings
did not differ from the previous group (t ¼ 0.81, d.f. ¼ 23, NS for
females; t ¼ 0.81, d.f. ¼ 20, NS for males) while the differences
between females and males within this second group were again
large (mean ¼ 68 versus 36; t ¼ 5.46, d.f. ¼ 17, P , 0.001). These
differences suggest that observers may generally be more sensitive to
how a face differs from their own category, although the extent to
which this reflects differences in perception or criteria remains
uncertain.
We next tested whether similar differences in category boundaries
might occur for observers that differ in ethnicity. Boundary images
for Japanese–Caucasian morphs were obtained for 38 Caucasian
undergraduates in Reno, Nevada, and for 42 Japanese exchange
students who had recently arrived for study in Reno. The latter
group was tested within two weeks of their departure from Japan.
The mean boundaries chosen were again very different for the two
groups (67 versus 42; t ¼ 9.80, d.f. ¼ 78, P , 0.001) and were
consistent with an increased sensitivity to how the faces differed
from the observer’s own ethnicity (Fig. 4b).
The differences between the Japanese and Caucasian students
prompted us to test for signs of adaptive adjustments outside the

Figure 3 Examples of the face images chosen as category boundaries. Rows show
boundary images before (left column) or after adaptation to gender (top row: male
adapted, middle; female adapted, right), ethnicity (middle row: Caucasian adapted,
middle; Japanese adapted, right), or expression (bottom row: disgust adapted, middle;
surprise adapted, right).
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Figure 4 Category boundaries selected by different categories of observers. a, Gender
boundaries. Open symbols show settings by females (circles) or males (squares) based on
a male–female response criterion. Faces corresponding to the group means (enlarged
symbols) are shown in the images above. Filled symbols show settings when observers set

the gender boundary based on a female or not-female criterion. b, Ethnicity boundaries
chosen by Asian students that had newly arrived in Reno, Nevada (circles) or were
resident for at least one year (triangles), or for Caucasian students (squares). Faces show
the mean images for the newly arrived Asian or for the Caucasian students.

controlled conditions of the laboratory, which could arise if observers are exposed to a change in the sample of faces encountered in
their routine daily activities. To test this we measured ethnicity
boundaries for a second group of 32 Asian and predominantly
Japanese students who had been resident in the US for at least 1 yr.
Their settings (mean ¼ 61) were modestly but significantly shifted
towards the neutral points for the Caucasian students (Fig. 4b), as
confirmed by a t-test and (because the samples had very different
variances) by a nonparametric Wilcoxon signed ranks test
(Z ¼ 21.81; P , 0.05 one-tailed). Questionnaires administered
to a subset from this group revealed that their settings were also
negatively correlated with the length of their stay in the United
States (r ¼ 20.57, n ¼ 20, P , 0.01), while positively correlated
with self-reports of the percentage of time that they spent with
individuals of the same ethnicity (r ¼ 0.59, n ¼ 20, P , 0.01). That
is, the perceptual boundaries tended to shift more the longer these
students were in the United States and the more they interacted with
Caucasian individuals. A complete shift may be unlikely, because the
gender differences suggest that observers may remain more sensitive
to how faces differ from their own facial categories. The role of
contact in the ‘other race effect’ for face perception has been widely
investigated but remains poorly understood16,17. Our short-term
adaptation effects suggest that one component of long-term contact
with a new population may include actual changes in the appearance of faces induced by adaptation.
Variability among faces is obviously a fundamentally important
source of information about individual and group identities and the
long-term (for example, age) and short-term (for example,
emotional) states of an individual. Yet because this variation is
not random or uniform we are all exposed to a different diet of faces.
Our results suggest that these natural stimulus variations are
potentially large enough to induce different states of adaptation
in observers, states that may influence strongly how faces are

perceived and interpreted. Adaptation is thought to facilitate
efficient coding of low-level stimulus features by normalizing visual
responses to the average stimulus levels in scenes, and aids perceptual constancy by discounting variations in both the environment
and the observer. Adapting face perception to the average characteristics of the distribution of faces that an individual encounters
may similarly be important for calibrating the visual processes
encoding faces.
A
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Methods
Stimuli were frontal-view images of individual faces taken from the JACNeuF and JACFEE
image set of ref. 18. The images were converted to greyscale and cropped by a uniform oval
(420 by 630 pixels) that preserved the internal features of the face while removing
differences in external features of the head, such as hair shape. Pairs of images were then
morphed with the program Gryphon Morph, with the morphing sequence stored as 100
frames of a movie file. On each trial an individual frame from the continuum was shown
for 500 ms on a computer screen. The face subtended roughly 108 vertical and was
displayed on a uniform grey background. Observers used a button box to make a twoalternative forced-choice response to classify the image into one of two categories
(corresponding to morphs between two genders, ethnicities, or expressions). Successive
images were then varied in two randomly interleaved staircases (that is, with the morph level
presented on each trial stepped up or down depending on the response for the preceding
trial) of 12 reversals each to estimate the stimulus level for each category boundary. On
adaptation trials, subjects first viewed either of the two original images for 180 s, and then for
5 s between each test presentation until the staircases completed. Test and adapting images
were separated by 250-ms intervals during which the screen remained uniform grey. In preadaptation trials, the uniform background was also shown during the adaptation intervals.
Observers were asked to attend to the images throughout but were not otherwise given
specific fixation instructions. Four repeated settings were made for three different face pairs
for each stimulus category. Five subjects were tested for each condition, and included two of
the authors (D.K. and Y.M.) and three naive observers who were unaware of the specific aims
of the experiment. Procedures were approved by the Institutional Review Board of the
University of Nevada and informed consent was obtained for all subjects.
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A DNA vaccine induces SARS
coronavirus neutralization and
protective immunity in mice

DNA expression vectors, and protection was mediated by a
humoral but not a T-cell-dependent immune mechanism.
Gene-based vaccination for the SARS-CoV elicits effective
immune responses that generate protective immunity in an
animal model.
The SARS-CoV emerged in Asia as a highly aggressive pathogen
that can be lethal in adults and the elderly1–6. Although its genetic
organization is similar to other coronaviruses, recent phylogenetic
studies suggest that it may be most closely related to type II
coronaviruses7–9. Previously described coronaviruses have not
usually induced lethal disease in humans, but their pathogenicity
in domestic animal species has been well documented10, and
experimental vaccines developed for animals have provided insight
into mechanisms of protective immunity11,12. Studies of the
immune response to coronaviruses suggest that both cell-mediated
and humoral immunity contribute to long-term protection13,14.
To discover the gene products and mechanisms of protective
immunity relevant to SARS-CoV, two sets of cDNAs encoding the
SARS-CoV S glycoproteins were prepared using modified codons to
optimize expression and to minimize recombination with endogenous coronaviruses. Because coronaviruses assemble in the compartment between the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) and Golgi
apparatus10, and the S leader may direct it to the ER, the native
leader sequence was retained in one set of vectors (Fig. 1a) and
replaced in another set with a leader sequence derived from the
interleukin-2 gene. Expression was not significantly altered by this
leader sequence substitution (data not shown), and it was not
studied further. Two S carboxy-terminal mutants, one that truncated the cytoplasmic domain (SDCD) and another that deleted the
transmembrane and cytoplasmic regions (SDTM), were prepared,
and expression of these cDNAs by a mammalian expression vector
suitable for human vaccination was confirmed (Fig. 1b).
The plasmids encoding these modified S glycoproteins were
analysed for their ability to elicit antiviral immunity after intramuscular injection in BALB/c mice. Injection of S, SDTM and SDCD
expression vectors induced a substantial immune response. A marked
increase was observed in the number of SARS-CoV S-specific CD4 Tcell immune responses (Fig. 2a), as measured by intracellular
cytokine staining for interferon-g (IFN-g) and tumour necrosis
factor-a (TNF-a). In addition, substantial SARS-CoV S-specific
CD8 cellular immunity was detected at levels at least sevenfold
above the background response. Humoral immunity was initially
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Public health measures have successfully identified and contained outbreaks of the severe acute respiratory syndrome
(SARS) coronavirus (SARS-CoV)1–5, but concerns remain over
the possibility of future recurrences. Finding a vaccine for this
virus therefore remains a high priority. Here, we show that a
DNA vaccine encoding the spike (S) glycoprotein of the SARSCoV induces T cell and neutralizing antibody responses, as well
as protective immunity, in a mouse model. Alternative forms of S
were analysed by DNA immunization. These expression vectors
induced robust immune responses mediated by CD4 and CD8
cells, as well as significant antibody titres, measured by enzymelinked immunosorbent assay. Moreover, antibody responses in
mice vaccinated with an expression vector encoding a form of S
that includes its transmembrane domain elicited neutralizing
antibodies. Viral replication was reduced by more than six orders
of magnitude in the lungs of mice vaccinated with these S plasmid
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Figure 1 Schematic representation of SARS-CoV glycoprotein cDNAs and expression of
recombinant proteins. a, The structure of the cDNAs used. b, Expression of these
constructs, determined by western blot analysis with antisera reactive with SARS-CoV S,
was evaluated after transfection of the indicated plasmid expression vectors in 293T cells.
Arrows indicate specific SDCD (upper) and SDTM (lower) bands.
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